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Foreword

This study contributes extremely important data to our understanding about
the prevalence and nature of violence against women in the United States.

College campuses host large concentrations of young women who are at
greater risk for rape and other forms of sexual assault than women in the
general population or in a comparable age group. Based on their findings,
Bonnie Fisher and her colleagues estimate that the women at a college that
has 10,000 female students could experience more than 350 rapes a year
a finding with serious policy implications for college administrators.

Fisher also found that many women do not characterize their sexual victim-
izations as a crime for a number of reasons (such as embarrassment, not
clearly understanding the legal definition of rape, or not wanting to define
someone they know who victimized them as a rapist) or because they blame
themselves for their sexual assault. The study reinforces the importance of
many organizations' efforts to improve education and knowledge about sex-
ual assault.

A unique feature of this study, brought about by joint funding from our two
agencies, is its parallel use of two different survey methods for learning
about sexual assault of women. The differences in estimated levels of sexual
assault that are associated with the methodological differences will help us
design better and more accurate surveys in the future.

Julie E. Samuels
Acting Director
National Institute of Justice

Jan M. Chaiken
Director
Bureau of Justice Statistics
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The Sexual Vic.timizal:ion of Colle9e N,Voen

During the past decade, concern over the sexual victimization of female
college students has escalated. In part, the interest in this problem has

been spurred by increasing attention to the victimization of women in
general; until the relatively recent past, female victims received very little
attention. However, this is no longer true. Terms such as "date rape" and
"domestic violence" have entered the public lexicon and signify the
unprecedented, if still insufficient, notice given to women who have
been victimized.

Attention to the sexual victimization of college women, however, also has
been prompted by the rising fear that college campuses are not ivory towers
but, instead, have become hot spots for criminal activity. Researchers have
shown that college campuses and their students are not free from the risk of
criminal victimization.' It is noteworthy that large concentrations of young
women come into contact with young men in a variety of public and private
settings at various times on college campuses. Previous research suggests
that these women are at greater risk for rape and other forms of sexual
assault than women in the general population or in a comparable age group.2
College women might, therefore, be a group whose victimization warrants
special attention.

Recognizing these risks, the U.S. Congress passed the Student Right-to-
Know and Campus Security Act of 1990 (hereafter referred to as the act).
This legislation mandates that colleges and universities participating in
Federal student aid programs "prepare, publish, and distribute, through
appropriate publications or mailings, to all current students and employees,
and to any applicant for enrollment or employment upon request, an annual
security report" containing campus security policies and campus crime
statistics for that institution (see 20 U.S.C. 1092(f)(1)).3

Congress has maintained an interest in campus crime issues, passing legis-
lation that requires higher educational institutions to address the rights of
victims of sexual victimization and to collect and publish additional crime
statistics (e.g., murder and nonnegligent manslaughter, arson). For example,
Congress amended the act in 1992 to include the Campus Sexual Assault
Victims' Bill of Rights, which requires colleges and universities (1) to
develop and publish as part of their annual security report their policies
regarding the awareness and prevention of sexual assaults and (2) to afford
basic rights to sexual assault victims.4 The act was amended again in 1998
to include additional reporting obligations, extensive campus security-related
provisions, and the requirement to keep a daily public crime log; some States
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already required a public log (Public Law 105-244).5 The 1998 amendments
also officially changed the name of the act to the Jeanne Clery Disclosure of
Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act. In 1999, the U.S.
Department of Justice awarded $8.1 million to 21 colleges and universities
to combat sexual assault, domestic violence, and stalldng.6 In 2000, 20 addi-
tional schools were awarded $6.8 million. Two national-level studies are
currently in the field. The first study examines how institutions of higher
education respond to the report of a sexual assault. The second one is a mul-
tisite evaluation of the programs and policies implemented in the above-
mentioned 41 schools.

What we know about sexual victimization o
college women

Like government officials, researchers also have given attention to the sexual
victimization of college women and have conducted a number of studies.'
Although illuminating, much of the research is generally characterized by
one or more of the following limitations:

The failure to use a randomly selected, national sample of college women.
(Many studies have sampled students at only one college or at a limited
number of institutions.)

The failure to assess the various ways in which women can be victimized.
(Most studies have focused on a limited number of types of sexual
victimization.)

The failure to use question wording or sufficiently detailed measures that
prevent biases that might cause researchers to underestimate or overesti-
mate the extent of sexual victimization.

The failure to collect detailed information on what occurred during the
victimization incident.

The failure to explore systematically the factors that place female students
at risk for sexual victimization.

The failure to study whether women have been stalkeda victimization
that, until recently, had not received systematic research.

The National College Women Sexual Victimization (NCWSV) study,
described in this report and funded by the National Institute of Justice
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The Sexual Victirnization of Colieg: Women

(NIA attempted to build on, and surmount the limitations of, existing
research on the sexual victimization of college students by:

Employing a nationally representative sample of college women.

Assessing a range of sexual victimizations, including stalking.

Measuring sexual victimization using a two-stage process starting with
"behaviorally specific" screen questions that attempted to cue respondents
to recall and report to the interviewer different types of sexual victimiza-
tion experiences they may have had. Those who reported a victimization
were then asked a series of questions, called an incident report, to verify
what type of sexual victimization, if any, had occurred.

Acquiring detailed information on each victimization incident, including
the type of penetration(s) or unwanted sexual contact experienced and the
means of coercion, if any, used by the offender.

Examining how the risk of being sexually victimized was affected by a
variety of variables, including demographic characteristics, lifestyles,
prior victimization, and the characteristics of the college or university
attended.

In addition, the research project contained a comparison component designed
to assess how rape estimates that use the two-stage process (behaviorally
specific questions and incident reports) compared with rape estimates drawn
from a sample of college women who completed a survey based on the
National Crime Victimization Survey (NCVS). The comparison component
was funded by the Bureau of Justice Statistics (BJS).8

The resulting data furnish perhaps the most systematic analysis of the extent
and nature of the sexual victimization of college women in the past decade.

Who was surveyed?

NCWSV study results are based on a telephone survey of a randomly select-
ed, national sample of 4,446 women who were attending a 2- or 4-year
college or university during fall 1996. The questions were asked between
February and May 1997. The sample was limited to schools with at least
1,000 students and was stratified by the size of the total student enrollment
(1,000-2,499; 2,500-4,999; 5,000-19,999; 20,000 or more) and the school's
location (urban, suburban, and rural). Schools were randomly chosen using
a probability proportional with the size of the total female enrollment.
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Students were then randomly selected using a sampling frame provided by
the American Student List Company. This company provided the school
address and telephone number for each student in the sample.

Each sample member was sent a letter describing the study and research
protocol approximately 2 weeks prior to when a trained female interviewer
called using a computer-aided telephone interviewing system.9 The response
rate was 85.6 percent.'°

The comparison component used the same two-stage methodology as the
main study except victimization was measured by using the screen questions
and the incident report employed by NCVS. One purpose of the comparison
component was to conduct a methodological experiment that would provide
insight into the extent to which rape estimates are influenced by survey
methods.

How was sexual victimization measured?

Measurement of sexual victimization was based on responses to "screen
questions" and on a reference period for the victimization. In addition to the
victimization measures, survey questions and secondary data sources were
used to investigate the factors that potentially placed women at risk of being
sexually victimized.

Two-stage measurement design: The screen
question-incident report methodology

With important exceptions noted later, sexual victimization was measured
largely by following the two-stage measurement format of NCVS. NCVS
first asks a series of screen questions that seek to determine if a respondent
has experienced an act that may possibly be a victimization. If the respon-
dent answers "yes," then for each of the times that the act was experienced,
the respondent is asked by the interviewer to complete an "incident report."
This report contains detailed questions about the nature of the events that
occurred in the incident. The report is used to classify the type of victimiza-
tion that took place; that is, responses to questions in the incident report
not the screen questionsare used to categorize whether a victimization
occurred and, if so, what type.

Some researchers have contended that the screen questions as worded in
NCVS are not detailed enough to identify all women who have experienced
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a rape or another type of sexual assault. A respondent may not answer "yes"
to a screen question unless it is worded in a way that reflects the experience
the respondent has had. To rectify this limitation, researchers have argued
that sexual victimization should be measured with screen questions that are
both numerous and detailed enough that respondents will not misunderstand
what is being asked."

NCWSV, therefore, used a series of behaviorally specific screen questions
that sought to assess whether respondents had experienced a range of sexual
victimizations. A behaviorally specific question, for example, is one that
does not ask simply if a respondent "had been raped"; rather, it describes an
incident in graphic language that covers the elements of a criminal offense
(e.g., someone "made you have sexual intercourse by using force or threat-
ening to harm you . . . by intercourse I mean putting a penis in your vagina").
The same logic can be used to ask about other forms of sexual victimiza-
tion, such as sexual coercion or unwanted sexual contact.

Examples of the screen questions used in the NCWSV study are listed in
exhibit 1. Each completed rape screen question asks the respondent about a
different form of penetration in which force or the threat of harm was used.
A statement then follows each question that defines the type of penetration.
For example,.anal sex is defined as `!putting a penis in your anus or rectum."
The other screen questions provide examples of the behaviors that respon-
dents were asked about.

The NCWSV rape screen questions are similar, if not identical, to those
used by Kilpatrick and his associatesu and by Tjaden and Thoennes." The
use of behaviorally specific screen questions is an important difference
between the current survey and NCVS. The NCVS screen questions begin
with a reference to a type of criminal victimization that may have been
experienced (e.g., "were you attacked or threatened"), which is then fol-
lowed by a list of short cue responses about the potential victimization.
This list includes cues regarding specific places or situations in which the
victimization could have occurred (e.g., "at work or at school"); objects
that could have been used (e.g., "with any weapon, for instance, a gun or
knife"); actions that could have been associated with the victimization
(e.g., "face-to-face threats"); actions that constitute a criminal victimization
(e.g., "rape, attempted rape, or other types of sexual attack"); and people
who might have perpetrated the criminal act (e.g., "a relative or family
member"). There is also a screen question that asks about "incidents
involving forced or unwanted sexual acts.""

13
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Exhibit 1: Survey Screen Questions

Women may experience a wide range of unwanted sexual experiences in college. 'Aromen.::.

do not arways report unwanted sexual experiences to the police or discuss them with family

and friends. The Demon making the advances is not arways..a Strantier.: but:can:bee:friend.
boyfriend, ferlow student professor. teaching assiStant,:tUpervisor, coWOrkeG:somebody y0..;

.meet Off campus, or even a famiiy member. The experience could occur anywhere: on or of

campus, in your residence, in your place of employment, or irKapi.jblic place. You could he

awake. or you could be asleep, unconscious, drunk, or otherwise incapacitated. Please keep
this in mina as you answer the questions.

Now, I'm going to ask you about different types of unwanted sexual experiences you may
have experienced since school began in fall 1996. Because of the nature of unwanted sexii-
0:experlences, the language may seem graphic to you. However, this is the only way to

:::diSess accurately whether or not the women in this study have had such experiences You
only have to answer "yes" or "no"

Since scnoor oegan in fall 1996, has anyone made you have sexual intercourse by using.
force or threatening to narrn you or someone close to you? Just so mete is no mistake,

intercourse l:mean:puttinga.penis in your vagina
. ........... ...........

Since school began in :falt::1996:;i.::has: am...one: made you have oral sex by force or threat of

harm? By orat sex, I mean someone's mouth Of tongue making contact with your vagina
or anus or your mouth or tongue making contact with someone else's genitals or anus:

Since School began in fall 1996, has anyone made you have anal sex by force or threat Of

harm? By anal sex. I mean putting a pen's in your anus or rectum

Since school began in fat 1996, has anyone ever used forte or threat of harm to sexually
penetrate you with a foreign object? fly this, mean for example, placing a bottle or fin-

get in your %/avatar anus,

Since school began in fat 1996, has anyone attempted but not succeeded in making you
take:part:in any otthe unwanted sexual experiences that I have just asked ycu about?

For example, did anyone threaten,ottry but not succeedlohavevaginal;:oral, oranal sex

with you or try unsuccessfully to penetrate your vagina.:Or:anus with a tbreig..n object o:
finger?

Not counting the types of sexual contact already mentioned, have you experienced any
unwantedOr'Uniniirterf trautfiiiig.of a sexual nature sinceschoofbeganimfall:1996? This
Includes forced kissing, touching of private parts, grabbing, fondling, and rubbing up
against you in a sexual way, even if it !save your clothes.

. : ..

Since schoO/ begatin fat 1996. has anyone attempted but net.Streceeded gfunwanteo
or uninvited touching of a sexual nature?

Since schoor began in fall 1996, has anyone made or tried to make you have sexual inter-
course or sexual contact when you did not want to by making threats of nonphysical
punishment, such as lowering a grade, being demoted or fired from a job, damaging
your reputation:, Di.being excluded from a group for failure to comply wan requests for

any type of sexual activity?

Since school began in fat 1996, has anyone made or tried to make you h.ave sexual inter-
course or sexual contact when youciir: not warn to by making promises of rewards, sum

as raising a grade. being hired or promoted, being given a ride or class notes. or getting

reap with coursework from a fellow student if you complied sexually?

Ste scnoo! began in fall 1996, has anyone made or tried to you have sexual inter-

course or sexual contact when you did not want to by simplybeing overwhelmed by

someone's continual pestering and veroaf pressure?

14
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The Sexilai Vic.timization of Cofiege Women

Drawing on the NCVS screen question and incident report methodology,
the NCWSV screen questions were followed by a detailed incident report
that (1) clarified what type of victimization, if any, had occurred and (2) col-
lected information about various aspects of the incident (e.g., victim-offender
relationship, whether the victimization took place on or off the college
campus, whether the incident was reported to the police). Responses to the
screen questions were not used to classify the type of victimization reported
by the respondent. Instead, classification was based on the responses in the
incident report to questions about (1) the type of penetration experienced
(e.g., penile-vaginal, anal, oral); (2) the type of unwanted sexual contact
experienced (e.g., touching, grabbing, or fondling); and (3) the means of
coercion used by the perpetrators (e.g., force, threat of force). Like Koss et
al. and NCVS, the incidents were classified using a hierarchical algorithm;
that is, incidents were classified by the most severe type of sexual victimiza-
tion that occurred within an incident's For example, if within an incident
report the victim answered questions indicating she had experienced a com-
pleted rape and attempted sexual coercion, the incident was classified as a
completed rape.

Reference period

To limit potential response bias due to recall or memory decay, the NCWSV
survey questions used a reference period that had a clear starting date for
students. Thus, respondents were asked if they had experienced a sexual
victimization "since school began in fall 1996." The survey was conducted
in 1997 between late February and early May. On average, the reference
period for the victimization covered almost 7 months (6.91 months).16 To
participate in the study, respondents had to be enrolled in a college or uni-
versity at the start of the 1996 fall semester.

Risk factors

In addition to the victimization measures, the NCWSV survey contained
questions about respondents' demographic characteristics, lifestyles or rou-
tine activities, living arrangements, prior sexual victimizations, and so forth.
Secondary data sources were used to measure the characteristics of the
schools the respondents attended (e.g., size of enrollment, location, crime
rate). These individual- and institution-level variables were used in multi-
variate analyses that investigated which factors potentially placed women at
risk of being sexually victimized.
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Exhibit 2: Descriptions of Types of Victimizations

Type: of victimization Definition

Completed rape 'Unwanted completedpenetration by forte:or the inreat of

force:.: Penetration: inciticiesperillevaginaf:mouth on your

genitals, mouth:on someone else's genitals;perille-anaf,

tttgital,:vaginar,'Cligital4nObjeCi-vagina
obiect,an4 :

AI tern ptesi i a oe Unwanted a ttemPtedPenetratiari.bY force : OF the threat :0

.
force Pei'etrationPenetration includes: peniieyaginal; mouth on your

genitals, mouth On someone else's genitals,

-"'diii!tai-vagmOt E:fictitalranatoOiect,vagirial
and .oblecttaria,l;

Con*leree sexual 'UnWanted-cOrrpleted:penetratiOnWithithelhreat of non-

coercion *physical punishment,prornise.iof ; reward, or :pestering/verbal

pressure. Penetration mouth: on :

your . genitais,.. mourn on someone eise:genitais. pentiea naH,

. , Objeet,vaginaL and :object,ani*

* .. .. .. :

Attempted sexual Unwanted attempted penetration with the threat

coercion pnysical punishment, prornise:of.:reward,.;ot:pestenngiverbal
preSSure:Penetration includes: penile-vaginal, mouth or

:
youvgenitals;...-mouth on someone eiSes genita penile-anal,

and object4iiat
.

: .. . . . .
. . . . .

.

C641113 feted sexual:Contact,.. :.:OnWanted:completedsei.ciiiii;tOntact(n01:penetration)::Wtth:::.

Wit,b.::fOrCe o tricat force or the threat of fOrce;':Sekiraf.CoritiCt 46cludes:.:tOUCti.,

grabbing
.

.. . . .

force : Or: foridlihg:61..iiiiieStibiiiiiieks;Or:gefilialS:',::
.. . .

.

eitftef.:Under . or over yOUr clothes, kissing; licking or sudcirig

. . .
:::of some .other:::fotriypt.upwanteci.:sexual:contact.

...... .... . . . ...... ..... .. . .. ... . ........ . . ....

Completed sexual contact My type of unwanted completed sexual contact not perre-

without :force :

traziosn with the threat of non&-wsrcalpunishment. promise

Of.::reward;Or. pester inetv.erbaf Ofessure:Seitrai.contact

rhclUdes:; touct) in gr a bbing or .fondling of breasts, buttocks,

or genitals. either under or puet.yiiii.v..iothes;-: kissing, licldnQ

. ,,,,or sucking; some other :form unwanted sexi.r tont/id::

. . .... ....... ....... .. . . . .:...:... ..... ............. ..... ...... : ... .. . : ..... .

.Attempted sexual contact ...Unwanted attempted sexual contact mat.oenetr- ion) with

with force or threat:of fOrce:,-....-i:.forte:Pr:the:thteat:of:forceSeiival.cantact.:inciudes::.touch,-
of: breasts::: butto:c-kS;.ct

..... .. -.-
. : . .... ..... : : .

ither.under or over :your clothes; kissing. ing . sticking:
....... . .....

.
other:10;m of: tinwantea :senal :contact..

16
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Exhibit 2: Descriptions of Types of Victimizations. continued

Isicie.of-victimization, Defmition.:

:::Attempted setuaLeoritact::: Unwanted:.attertigteet'sexiial:COntact.inot.penetration1 with:
. : ... . .

. ... .....
without force-- tine threat of hanphYsicailduhfshrrent.: Promise of. rewaro.::or

pes' ter ingiverPai or' essure :Sexual. contact-includes: touching;:

grAb.bMg::::af:fiititiling;:pfl,b,re0.,:trottoci:s;:.or .genitals..leither.

under: of : eveiiyCitir clOtitea::::k..it,sing;:bltking:ol:stic.king;:or ::: .:

someother:form:of iunwantectaexuatcontact,,

Threat of raoe:::

Threat of contact with
force or tnreat of force

Threat of:unwanted penetration:with force:and threat of

forCe.: Penetration : inCltides::penee;VaginaL mouth:on:your::

genitals;: Mouth: on someone Oset: genitals;: oehrie-a nal,. gi

vagirtal,:cligitaf:analiobject,Yagihal;:and odiect-anal.-

Threat:of unwantecf sexuat contact with force and threat of

force. Sexual contact inciude touciuno; graotainq or

fondling:of breasts;buttocks;:br gerutais;:eitner. Linder or

over your ofothei;-:kisaing:::lidtihg.or:suCkidg: oT:soMeother::

form of unwanted sexual &intact,

::Thrtiat:of penetratiori:.: .::..:: Thieat:Of4riwanteci:penetration: with. thethreat.of:rionpliw
,...

punishment
... ... . . . . ... .: .. : ".

without force. :: ial:punishrhentiprormseof.:rewatct;: or pestering/verbal:ores-

_ sure:Penetration:inclUdest.:oettfie4aainaf,::mouthortyoUr''''.
..:-..:-.

genitals. mouth on .sOmeorie.e tse..:igen ita Is;:.penile;anal:::. .

'' digitakaij ..... :d.igitat.radif:ii .... .*eaibel;...end:ObjeCt.-erial....

force

contaCt Without :. :Ifit'eat:tititthwanted..seittO:zopt.act.withithe.threatipf :non

Ourfishment :produse:Of.teWrard;:tir:

preasure.:Sexual..contactinaudes:.:touching;,.grabbing
'fbddling:of dreastsIduttiock.s;-:cirgenitais; either .u.riderbr.::

::Over:YOUrkiothes:::kiSair*::liCiing or:sucking :Of some:other:

form of unwanted:sexual:contact,

What types of sexual victimization were
measured in the NCWSV study?

Measures of 12 types of sexual victimization were constructed; they are
defined in exhibit 2. Most important, the NCWSV study included measures
of both completed and attempted rape as well as threats of rape. The study
also measured completed, attempted, and threatened sexual coercion (pene-
tration with the use of nonphysical forms of coercion) and unwanted sexual
contact (sexual contact, but not penetration, with force or threat of force). In
addition, the study measured stalking and visual and verbal forms of sexual
victimization.

17
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The Sexuai Vic.t.:roiKation of Colig: \;Voroen

How extensive is rape among college women?
Exhibit 3 reports the extent of rape found in the NCWSV study. As shown,
2.8 percent of the sample had experienced either a completed rape (1.7 per-
cent) or an attempted rape incident (1.1 percent). The victimization rate was
27.7 rapes per 1,000 female students.

We recognize that a hierarchical scoring procedure is not the only way to
count victims and incidents, especially because we have multiple victims.
Another estimation procedure is to count the total number of completed
rape victims and the total number of attempted rape victims separately. For
example, suppose there were two incident records for respondent 00: One
incident was classified as a completed rape, and the other was classified
as an attempted rape (recall that using a hierarchical scoring procedure,
respondent 00 would be counted as a completed rape victim). Respondent
00 would now count as a completed rape victim and as an attempted rape
victim. Using this "separate" counting procedure, there were 57 attempted
rape victims, or 1.3 percent of the sample.

Because some women were victimized more than once, the rate of incidents
was higher than the rate of victims (35.3 per 1,000 students). Of the 123
victims, 22.8 percent (n = 28) were multiple-rape victims.

A separate analysis, again using the same hierarchical scoring procedure,
found that when rates were computed for only undergraduate students, the
percentage of students victimized was 1.8 percent for rape and 1.3 percent
for attempted rape. The comparable figures for nonundergraduate students
were, respectively, 0.8 percent and 0 percent."

At first glance, one might conclude that the risk of rape victimization for
college women is not high; "only" about 1 in 36 college women (2.8 per-
cent) experience a completed rape or attempted rape in an academic year.
Such a conclusion, however, misses critical, and potentially disquieting,
implications. The figures measure victimization for slightly more than half a
year (6.91 months). Projecting results beyond this reference period is prob-
lematic for a number of reasons, such as assuming that the risk of victimiza-
tion is the same during summer months and remains stable over a person's
time in college. However, if the 2.8 percent victimization figure is calculated
for a 1-year period, the data suggest that nearly 5 percent (4.9 percent) of
college women are victimized in any given calendar year. Over the course of
a college careerwhich now lasts an average of 5 yearsthe percentage of
completed or attempted rape victimization among women in higher educa-
tional institutions might climb to between one-fifth and one - quarter.'"

10
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Exhibit Extent of Rape, by
by Type of Victim ization

Number of Victims, and Number
Incident

of Incidents,

Type of
victimization

Victims Incidents

Number
of victims
In sample

Rate per
1,000

Percentage female
of sample students

Number
of

Incidents

Rate per
1,000

female
students

Completed rape

Attempted rape

Tote

74

49
123

1,7 16,6

1.1 11,0

2.8 27,74

86

71

157

191,3

16,0

353

a. total has been rounded (from 27,665 to 27:4

Furthermore, from a policy perspective, college administrators might be dis-
turbed to learn that for every 1,000 women attending their institutions, there
may well be 35 incidents of rape in a given academic year (based on a vic-
timization rate of 35.3 per 1,000 college women). For a campus with 10,000
women, this would mean the number of rapes could exceed 350. Even more
broadly, when projected over the Nation's female student population of sev-
eral million, these figures suggest that rape victimization is a potential prob-
lem of large proportion and of public policy interest.

How do the NCWSV rape estimates compare
with the rape estimates based on the National
Crime Victimization Survey?

The sexual victimization literature contains a great deal of discussion about
how rape estimates from the Nation's federally sponsored victimization sur-
vey, NCVS, compare with estimates from other national surveys. This issue
was examined through a comparison component.° Like the main NCWSV
study, the comparison study was conducted in the 1996-97 academic year,
from late March to mid-May. The sample size was 4,432 college women;
the response rate was 91.6 percent.2°

Every effort was made to ensure that, aside from using different screen and
incident report questions, the methodology used in both the main and com-
parison components was the same. Thus, both components (1) contacted
sample members with a letter that explained the purpose of the survey, (2)
employed the same sampling design and sampling frame, (3) used the same

11
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reference period for victimization ("Since school began in fall 1996 . ."),
and (4) measured victimization using the screen question-incident report
methodology. Both components also were conducted by the same survey
research fi rm (see endnote 10) and were administered by trained female
interviewers using a computer-aided telephone interviewing system.

However, in assessing the influence of different methodologies for measur-
ing sexual victimization, the two studies differed on one methodological
issue: the wording of the screen questions and the wording of the incident-
level questions used to determine the type of incident. As previously described,
the main study substantially modified the NCVS format to include a range
of behaviorally specific screen questions. In contrast, the comparison com-
ponent used a format that was closely aligned with the survey format of
NCVS. All of the screen questions used in the comparison component came
directly from NCVS, as did the incident-level questions used to determine
what type of violent victimization the respondent had experienced." Both
components used a hierarchical algorithm to classify the type(s) of victim-
ization that the respondent described in the incident report.

We should note, however, that the methodology used in the comparison
component differs from that used in NCVS in one respect. In addition to
structured responses to.the survey questions, NCVS interviewers record
a brief "verbatim description" of the victimization incident from those
respondents who report experiencing rape or sexual assault. These verbatim
responses are used to clarify what occurred in an incident and to code
whether an incident should count as a sexual victimization. Thus, according
to BJS staff:

In the NCVS, all questionnaires for which any rape or sexual assault
code is entered in any of the pertinent items are reviewed to determine
whether the codes reflect the written entries in the summaries. Where
there are clear indications that the coded entries are not correct, they
are edited, using guidelines developed by BJS and Bureau of Census
staffs. This procedure has proven beneficial towards improving the
NCVS estimates of rape and sexual assault by removing, to the extent
possible, the discrepancies existing between the coded and written
entries."

In our comparison component study, the estimates were not adjusted using
verbatim responses." We do not know how much this consideration affects
the findings reported for the comparison component that is, again, based
on NCVS methodology. None of the Criminal Victimization in the United
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States annual publications report how much the NCVS estimates are adjusted
using verbatim responses, or whether such adjustments cause estimates to
increase or decrease compared with estimates coded solely on respondents'
answers to the structured screen and incident-report questions.

NCVS defines rape as:

Forced sexual intercourse including both psychological coercion as
well as physical force. Forced sexual intercourse means vaginal, anal,
or oral penetration by the offender(s). This category also includes inci-
dents where the penetration is from a foreign object such as a bottle.
Includes attempted rapes, male as well as female victims, and both
heterosexual and homosexual rape. Attempted rape includes verbal
threats of rape.

This defmition guided the classification of incidents in the comparison study
as a completed rape, an attempted rape, or a threat of rape. In the Criminal
Victimization in the United States series published by BJS, estimates for
attempted rape and threats of rape are reported separately. The same is true
in this report so as to compare rape estimates from the two components of
the study.

How do the rape estimates from these two studies compare? It should be
noted that studies that use behaviorally specific screen questions generally
find higher levels of sexual victimization than those reported by NCVS.'
Most important, this finding has occurred in recent research using a
national-level sample and behaviorally specific questions."

Looking at exhibit 4, it is clear that estimates from the comparison study for
completed rape, attempted rape, and threats of rape are considerably lower
than the respective estimates from the main study. The percentage of the
sample that reported experiencing a completed rape in the comparison study
was 11 times smaller than the percentage of victims in the main component
(0.16 percent compared with 1.7 percent). The attempted rape estimate from
the comparison component was six times smaller than the attempted rape
estimate (0.18 percent compared with 1.1 percent) from NCWSV. A similar
pattern was evident for threats of rape; the estimate based on the compari-
son component was four times smaller than the NCWSV estimate (0.07 per-
cent compared with 0.3 percent).

What accounts for these differences? Given the similarities between the two
studies, it would appear that the differences most likely stem from the wide
range of behaviorally specific screen questions used in the NCWSV study.
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Compared with the NCVS screen questions employed in the comparison
component, the use of graphically worded screen questions in NCWSV like-
ly prompted more women who had experienced a sexual victimization to
report this fact to the interviewer. Their responses in the incident report
determined whether those answering "yes" to a rape screen question were
subsequently classified as rape victims.26 Even so, it appears that behavioral-
ly specific screen questions are more successful in prompting women who
have in fact been sexually victimized to answer in such a way that they are
then "skipped into" the incident report by interviewers.

Exhibit 4: Comparison of Rape Estimates Between the NCWSV Main Study

and Comparison Component Study

i.7::.. 'Maul study

rnoa rson s tui:v

Compieted tape Atternptearape

Type. of victortzation

Threat of rape

What is unknown, however, is whether behaviorally specific screen questions
produce higher estimates of victimization in general or only higher estimates
of sexual victimization. It is possible that, due to the sensitive nature of
sexual victimization, graphically descriptive screen questions are needed to
prompt reluctant victims to report their victimization to interviewers. The
other possibility, however, is that a large set of behaviorally specific ques-
tions would result in more victim reports for any type of victimization,
including property crimes and other forms of violent crime (e.g., aggravated
assault, robbery). Future research on NCVS methodology might profit from
exploring this issue.

22
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Do women define their victimization as a rape?

In each incident report, respondents were asked, "Do you consider this inci-
dent to be a rape?" For the 86 incidents categorized as a completed rape,
46.5 percent (n = 40) of the women answered "yes," 48.8 percent (n = 42)
answered "no," and 4.7 percent (n = 4) answered "don't know." Among
women who experienced other forms of sexual victimization (n = 1,318), it
is noteworthy that 3.4 percent (n = 42) defined their sexual victimization as
a rape and 1.1 percent (n = 14) answered "don't know."

Some scholars believe that the failure of women to define a victimization as
a rape calls into question whether researchers have truly measured the crime
of rape." Others suggest, however, that the true prevalence of rape is best
measured by carefully worded questions on victimization surveys, such as
NCWSV." Women may not define a victimization as a rape for many reasons
(such as embarrassment, not clearly understanding the legal definition of the
term, or not wanting to define someone they know who victimized them as a
rapist) or because others blame them for their sexual assault." Which of these
reasons is more or less correct cannot be definitively substantiated here
because little systematic research has examined why women do or do not
define as a rape an incident that has met the researcher's criteria for a rape.

How extensive are other forms of sexual
victimization?
Exhibit 5 presents the extent of victimization across 10 forms of sexual
victimization other than rape. Threats of sexual victimization happened less
often than other forms of sexual victimization. Across the 10 types of vic-
timization in exhibit 5, the incident rate per 1,000 female students ranged
from a low of 9.5 to a high of 66.4.

Exhibit 6 presents the data in a slightly different form and contains rape
incidents. This exhibit illustrates the percentages of women in the sample
who had experienced at least one victimization in three separate categories:
(1) physical force, (2) nonphysical force, and (3) either physical or nonphys-
ical force or both. Because the third category includes respondents who have
experienced both types of victimization, its percentage is not computed by
summing the percentages in the physical and nonphysical categories. As is
shown, 15.5 percent of the college women were sexually victimized during
the current academic year. In the sample, 7.7 percent experienced an incident

15
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Exhibit 5: Extent of Sexual Victimization

pe of
:victimization

Victims

Number::
.fpf victims:
in:sample

incidents

: Rate per,: Rate. per

female
:

Number..

Perpantage female:: of

of sample:.. incidents students::

:cow. pleted or attempted

COTTID ieted sexual.:.
coefc /On

: Attempted sexual
coercion 60

Completed sexual
.contan with force
or tr.reat of force.

Completed sexual
coritact without force SO:

74:

55

1 7 16.6 107 241.1

1 3 13.5 114 25.6

1.9

1.8 16,0

Atterrimed sexual
contact with. fotce
or threat of force 59 2 0 20.0

Attempted Seiyai::
cOntactiiVithoUt:force 133 3.0 29:9

Threats

:Threat of rape

Threat of contact with
force or threat of force

Threat.of penetration
vottnout force

Threat of contact
WarICUt force

14:

15

568

031 3 2

018

0.22

0.34 3.4

:30

132 ::29.7:

29.2

50

37.6

4

9,5.

.11,3

11.3

1,161

involving the use or threat of physical force, and 11.0 percent experienced a
victimization that did not involve force.

How extensive is prior sexual victimization?

Respondents were also asked if they had experienced sexual victimization
incidents before starting school in fall 1996. These incidents were measured
only with single questions, not incident reports (that is, the two-stage process
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Exhibit 5: Percentage of Sample Having at Least One
Victimization Incident

y<timization invoivino
phystcal force

Victimimtion involving
nonphysical force

Arzy vvimization teither physic. *
nonpnysical force ur oothi

7.7

11.0

Pe=centage of sarnpie

1c

15.5
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of screen questions followed by an incident report was not used). To limit
bias, we attempted to use the detailed questions shown in exhibit 7. Still,
the findings must be assessed in light of this methodological limitation.

As exhibit 7 shows, about 1 in 10 college women said they had experienced
a rape, while the same proportion stated that they were victims of an attempt-
ed rape. Almost the same proportion also had sexual intercourse or contact
in which they were subject to threats of nonphysical punishment or promis-
es of reward. Unwanted or uninvited sexual contacts were widespread, with
more than one-third of the sample reporting these incidents.

Do victims know their offenders?

Most victims knew the person who sexually victimized them. For both
completed and attempted rapes, about 9 in 10 offenders were known to the
victim. Most often, a boyfriend, ex-boyfriend, classmate, friend, acquain-
tance, or coworker sexually victimized the women. College professors were
not identified as committing any rapes or sexual coercions, but they were
cited as the offender in a low percentage of cases involving unwanted sexual
contact. The victim-offender relationship for rape incidents is displayed in
exhibit 8.

Variation in the type of sexual victimization that occurred on a date was evi-
dent. With regard to date rape, 12.8 percent of completed rapes, 35.0 percent
of attempted rapes, and 22.9 percent of threatened rapes took place on a date.

5
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Exhibit 7: Percent of Sample Who Were Sexually Victimized Before the

Start of the 1996 School Year

Yes ,

Type of victimization
(Percentage)

No
(percentage)

Rape'

..:Attempted. ra pe : : -. :
..... . . . ....

Threatened. attempted. or thinoleticl'unwariiiked :

uritrivitett sexuat contact .. ..

Sexuai, intercourse or ax act with nonphysscal threatstrewards"

..iAny ot her :unwa nted: of.uninvited sexual. intercourseiconta ct!::::

10.1.

la 9 .

35.5

8.6 :

5.9::.

89.9

89_1.

.... , ..,. .

64_5.

' , : 91..4

. .... : : . ..... 2 .. . :: : .... : : .

'a .'Pnor.to sthoot s ta rung. 01 fait.1996:: 04 amine ever "hake 'Vou ....... Iacono:, :or a t, or anat intercourse,,-

incrudkng penetranna you with a penis. a finger. ce 4 foreign obiect..-ay usingforce or threatening to

ram yOU ?

o. Poor to scnoot starting fn fall 1996.: cent anyone ,ever atternnt sbUt
not succeed in making you nave.

.vaosnal;..Orat;or anatintercourse-r-inciuriing:penetraDnq
you with:a perus; :a finger; or a forerun cibrect

by (Ain() force or tiltetteMng to harm:youk.::"

c. Prior to scnoul staring in tail 4996, have you ever etoenenced any unwanted or ta-.4nvi tad touching

: of : a:sexual Patute; :Or tieas.or afterotsptsuct ttxcntngiiincluding:torctO
iosang.. tou. ceng o. f t.. n. vate

Darts..gra3bing;;onOing.:810:
Nbtiolst: up: oqa.in st you. fit a sexual, Way.? :

. . : .
....

. .. ............. .

. ,
ii -error: to school starting in faitl9W has ,anyone!eves

:tried. to make you , have, sexuat intercourseor sex,

tral.contact.wherYaii.Clid..nor Warit:tcitY.nlakir4either:...threati:a.nOnphyskal
punanntenv 4 roiomiiei;.i

of reward:if you.compitect seaually?,:-: ....

.... : ...:::,,, ::: .. ..... .

. e. Poor to Sbitool starting . irt filii:1§9k is :these :any typei3Of.tinwantedof :untrIvaed: sexual :intercOtaie:ar . ,

. .. ...... .. .... . .. .. . .

physical sexual contact that :you ever et Oerienced that was not coverectrn,theguestions, thus :i ar7.

.. . : . : : . :.:-: . :: . : . : .

When does sexual victimization occur?

The vast majority of sexual victimizations occurred in the evening (after
6 p.m.). For example, 51.8 percent of completed rapes took place after
midnight, 36.5 percent occurred between 6 p.m. and midnight, and only
11.8 percent took place between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.

Where does sexual victimization occur?
The majority of sexual victimizations, especially rapes and physically
coerced sexual contact, occurred in living quarters. Almost 60 percent of
the completed rapes that occurred on campus took place in the victim's
residence, 31 percent occurred in other living quarters on campus, and
10.3 percent took place in a fraternity. Off -campus sexual victimizations,
especially rapes, also occurred in residences. However, particularly for

4o
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Exhibit 8: Victim-Offender Relationship for Rape Victimizations Committed

by Single Offenders

E0

sexual contacts and threatened victimizations, incidents also took place
in settings such as bars, dance clubs or nightclubs, and work settings.

Are women victimized on or off campus?

College women are victimized both on campus and off campus. For nearly
all types of sexual victimization, however, off-campus victimization is more
common (exhibit 9). This conclusion must be qualified because off-campus
sexual victimizations may take place in bars and nightclubs or in student
residences close to campus. Thus, even if a student is victimized off cam-
pus, she may be engaged in an activity that is connected to her life as a
student at the college she attends.

Do sexual victims take protective actions
during the incident?

As exhibit 10 shows, for nearly all forms of sexual victimization, the major-
ity of female students reported attempting to take protective actions during

19
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and Off-Campus

Location of victimization'

.......................... ...........

Exhibit 0: The Location of Victimization by On-Campus
Location. by 'type of Vic.tintization

Type of victimization

00 taMpus
percentage

Ot)

Off campus
percentage

Completed or attempted

Completed rape 317 66.3
t2g) (57)

_Attempted rape 45.1 $4,g
(14 (34)

Completed sexual coercion 290-
1)

'71,0-
t76) t

Attempted sexual coercion- 46,5 53,5
i53) (61)

Completed sexual contact with 144 65,4

force or threat of force 05) i85)

Completed sexual Contact .3136 61.4
without force (n) on)

AtteMpted sexual contact with 33.9 66.1

force or threat of forte (56) (109)

Attempted sexual contact 3,5,9- fAl
without force OW (1$91

Threats
Threat of rape 45.2 54.8

(i9) 1231

Threat of Contact with force or 44 i11 560
threat of force (22) i28)

Threat of penetration without fofte OA
(24)

54`,0
(2))

Ihreati7if contact without force 54.1 45,9
(40) (A)

a. Don't know Ito not included.
_
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the incident. For both completed rape and sexual coercion, victims of com-
pleted acts were less likely to take protective action than those who experi-
enced attempted victimization. This finding suggests that the intended
victim's willingness or ability to use protection might be one reason
attempts to rape or coerce sex failed.
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Exhibit 10: Percentage of Wilms Taking Protective y Type.

of Vtnitation

Type of victimization
Victim attempted to protect

herself (n)

Completed or attempted

Completed rape 65, I
450

Attempted rape 91,5
i05)

Completed sexual coercroh 46.7
(50)

Attempted sexual operciorr 74.3
(84)

COmpleted sexual COntatt with £17.6
force or threat of fOrce (113)

Completed sexual contact without force 111 ,8

(141$)

`Attempted sexual contact with 09,8
force or threat of force (149)

Attempted sexual contact
without force (226)

Threats

Threat of rape 111,0

434)
Threat of contact with force 86A)
or threat of force (43)

Threat of penetration without 80,0
forma (30
Threat of contact without 06,7
force 4513)

Exhibit 11 reports the most common forms of protective action taken by
victims during rape incidents. Note that the most common protective action
was using physical force against the assailant. Nearly 70 percent of victims
of attempted rape used this responseagain, a plausible reason many of
these acts were not completed. Other common physical responses included
removing the offender's hand, running away, and trying to avoid the offender.
Verbal responses also were common, including pleading with the offender
to stop, screaming, and trying to negotiate with the offender.
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Exhibit 11: Mast Common forms of Protective Actions Used in
Rape incidents

80

70

50

40

30

0.2

55,4
Camptiftied *ape

AtIvmpled rape

k, 6 44 6q. -41t
IA

,tfi

4 6 ik -64-+Z-

q-e 4 gt 4.`.

A

F

a. PercEntagn may be Tenet than TOO because a respondent coutd9we mote-blab one re5porise
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Are victims hurt in the victimization incidents?
Victims in the sample generally did not state that their victimization resulted
in physical or emotional injuries. In about one in five rape and attempted
rape incidents, victims reported being injured, most often citing the response
"bruises, black-eye, cuts, scratches, swelling, or chipped teeth." The percentage
injured by other types of victimization was lower, ranging from 0 percent
(completed sexual contact without force) to 16.7 percent (threatened rape).
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Are some women more at risk of being
sexually victimized?
Multivariate logit models for each type of sexual victimization measured
were estimated to predict the likelihood of having been victimized. Consistent
across the models, it was found that four main factors consistently increased
the risk of sexual victimization: (1) frequently drinking enough to get drunk,
(2) being unmarried, (3) having been a victim of a sexual assault before the
start of the current school year, and (4) living on campus (for on-campus
victimization only).

Do women report victimization incidents
to the police?
Few incidents of sexual victimization were reported to law enforcement
officials. Thus, fewer than 5 percent of completed and attempted rapes were
reported to law enforcement officials. In about two-thirds of the rape inci-
dents, however, the victim did tell another person about the incidents. Most
often this person was a friend, not a family member or college official.

Victims gave a number of reasons for not reporting their victimizations to
law enforcement officials (exhibit 12). Some reasons indicated that they did
not see the incidents as harmful or important enough to bring in the authori-
ties. Thus, the common answers included that the incident was not serious
enough to report and that it was not clear that a crime was committed.
Other reasons, however, suggested that there were barriers to reporting.
Such answers included not wanting family or other people to know about
the incident, lack of proof the incident happened, fear of reprisal by the
assailant, fear of being treated with hostility by the police, and anticipation
that the police would not believe the incident was serious enough and/or
would not want to be bothered with the incident.

How extensive is stalking?

In addition to the 12 types of sexual victimization (exhibit 2), this research
assessed a form of victimization that has been infrequently studied: stalking.
In general, for behavior to qualify as stalking, the attention given to some-
one must be repeated and it must create fear in a reasonable person. Accord-
ingly, stalking was measured with this screen question: "Since school began
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Exhibit 12: Reasons for Not Reporting Incident to the Police, by Type of

Victimization

Reason for not reporting incident'

Did not Fear of

Did.not want Lack of being

Incident want other proof that treated

WAS not family to people incident hostilely

reported know to know happened by police

% _ % %

Type of incident (n) (n) (n) (n) (n)

Completed or attempted

Completed raoe

:Attempted rape

Completed sexual
coercion

Attemptee sexual
coercion

95.2
(82)

95.8
(66)

100.0
(137)

100.0
(114)

44,4
i36)

32.4
:22)

41.9
:44)

21,2
(24)

46,9
(38)

32.4
(22)

43.8
(46):

19.5
(22)

42:0
(34)

30.9
(2))

33.3
(35)

15.9

(18)

24:7.
(20)

8.8
(6;

8.6
(9)

2.7
(3)

Completes sexual
Contact vvtth force 99:2 19.5: .16:4. .. 21:9 9:4

or threat of force (128) (25) (21) (28) (12)

Completed sexual 9815 4.7 11-.7: 18,0 4.7

contact wtthout force. (129) (6)::: (15)1:' (23) (6) :

Attempted sexual
contact with:force 97.0 13:8 21.9 23,1 (3:8

or threat of force (160) (22) (35) (37) (14)

Attempted sexual 99.3 712 10.2 18,1 4.4

contact ...,:nowt force i'2931 '21) !30) (53) 13)

Threats

Threat of rape 90.5 26.3 34.2 31,6 13,2

(38) (10) (13) (12) (5).

Threat of contact with 90,0 22.2 20.0 20.0 8.9

force or threat of force (45) (10) (9) (9) (4)

Threat of Penetration 100:0 20.0 22.0 24,0 4.0

without force (50) (10) (11) (12) (2)

Threat or contact 98.7 6.8 8.1 21.6 8.1

without torte (74) (5) i61 (16) :6)

Percenta4es may oe greater than ICO bes:auf.e a respondent could awe more man ore resnonse
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Exhibit 12: Reasons for Not Reporting Incident to the Police, by Type of
Vi(tirn ilatiOn

Incident
was not
reported

Type or incident

Completed or attempted

Completed rape 95.2
(82)

Attempted rape 95.8
SO

Completed sexual W0.0
coercion (107)

Attempted sexual 100.0
coercion 014)

Completed sexual
contact with force 99,2
or threat of force 4128)

Completed Sexual 98,5
contact AnthOut force (129)

Attempted sexual
contact with force 97,0
or threat of force {160)

Attempted sexual 99.3
contact without force (2931

Threats

Threat of rape 90.5
(38)

Threat Of -dOrltatt With 90.0
force or threat of force (45)

Threat of penetration 100.0
without force {50}

Threat of contact 98.7
without force 474)

Reason for not reporting incident'

Did not fear of
Did not want Lack of being
want other proof that treated

family to people incident hostilely
know to know happened by police

(n) (0) (n)

44,4 46 9 47.0 24 1
00 08) 04) (20)

32.4 32.4 30,9 8.8
(22) (22) (21) (6)

41.9 43.8 33.3 8,6
(44) (46) (35) (9)

212 19,5 15.9 2.7
(24) (22) (18) (3)

19.5 16.4 21.9 9.4
(25) (21) (28) (12)

47 11.7 18.0 4,7
(6) (15) (23) (6)

19,8 21,9- 29./ 8.8
(22) C35.) (37) (14)

7.2 10.2 18,1 4.4
(21) (3(11 (5) (13)

26,3 34.2 31.6 132
(10) (13) (12) (5)

22.2 20.0 20.0 8.9
(1% (9) (9) (4)

20.0 2240- 24.0 4,0
(10) (1)) (12) (2)

68 00 21,6 8,1
(S) (I?) (10 (6)

a Peit entages may ne greater than 100 t etause a respondent atutd givt mom than ona response
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Exhibit 12: Reasons for Not Reporting Incident to the Police, by Type of

Victimization, continued

Reason for not reporting incident'

Police
Did not

wouldn't Afraid of think it

want to reprisal was serious

::.brassailant enough :

bothered: or:others to:report Other

(n) (et)
Type:of incident

completed or attempted.:::

earnpleteri
25.9
i21)

Attemotea rape 13.2
;9)

Completed sexual
coercion

2(213.9) '
Atternotec sexual 18.6

coercion

cdmpreteci seater
contact vs*ii- force

121)

30:5 .:

.
or:threat of force: (39)....

::tOrnpreteti.sexual-::: ::.::. 18.13:

:.contact.without:torce

Attempted. sexual,. .

::contact with 223
:;orthreat of force': 444::

Attempted sexual
contact swmout force.
. .

Threats

Threat of rape 31.6

Threat Or contact with '': 26:7 ::

fotce:or threatot.fotce::: : (12)::::

Threat of oenettation:without 30.0.:::

force : : :
05):::

Threat ci contact Witheuf :: 9.5:::

force (7):::

39:5
(3?).'

750 1.5

(17):

3(L4) r. 71.4 1.9

(52) (1)

(75) (2)

11115)
08)
86.7

113)

6
0)

.:: . 22..7,, -: :: -::: 813. .:3:1,::

(29) :: (t04) (4).--,

: : ::.:123: :::: 91:4 0.6..
.-

(16):::. :.(117) ' (1)

.
23.8

::::.:.. .... -::(128)::.
. .

:88.4
. .MY: (259) (81::

263: 65.8 2.6

(25) _ (.1) :

174: 68:9 44:
:(:.::

. :
.1.31Y (2)::

12:0: 813:0 '2:0:

(6):::: V444 (1)

133.: 83.8. 0

(10):: ..(62)

a. Percentages ="ay oegfeater than ti/Ober_ause a
responapnvoguki 0,oe more man one renanse
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in fall 1996, has anyonefrom a stranger to an ex-boyfriendrepeatedly
followed you, watched you, phoned, written, e-mailed, or communicated
with you in other ways that seemed obsessive and made you afraid or con-
cerned for your safety?" If a respondent answered "yes," she was then given
an incident report that asked detailed questions about the stalking that
occurred.

The survey indicated an incidence rate of 156.5 per 1,000 female students.
Indeed, fully 13.1 percent of the female students in the sample (n = 581)
had been stalked since the school year began. This figure approximates what
was found in a pretest of the survey conducted on students attending one
university. It also is similar to the 6-month prevalence figure reported by
Mustaine and Tewksbury," which, in a survey of 861 women attending 9
postsecondary institutions, found that 10.5 percent of the female students
reported that they had been stalked."

In contrast, Tjaden and Thoennes' national study of women reports much
lower annual rates of stalking: 1 percent to 6 percent, depending on the defi-
nition of stalking used." Compared with the current study, the lower extent
of stalking in Tjaden and Thoennes' research may be because (1) their study
used a more restrictive definition of stalking; (2) their study focused on
females across the life course (age 18 to 80 years or older), rather than

,..on younger women among whom-stalking is more prevalent; and (3) their
study did not focus specifically on college students. It may be that the social
domain of college places women in situations and in contact with a range
of men that increase the chances of being stalked.

It should be noted, however, that like the study by Tjaden and Thoennes, the
estimates in this study of the extent of stalking vary depending on the crite-
ria used to define what counts as stalking victimization." Again, more than
13 percent of the women in the sample were stalked if this victimization is
defined as a woman experiencing repeated, obsessive, and frightening behavior
that made the victim afraid or concerned for her safety. Even so, if we were
to decide that such behavior counts as a stalking victimization only if the
person were actually threatened with harma requirement for criminal
stalking in many Statesthe extent of stalking victims in the sample falls
to 1.96 percent. These results suggest that, in the future, researchers should
examine how estimates of the extent of stalking may vary widely depending
on the criteria used to define what "counts" as a stalking victimization.
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What is the nature of stalking incidents?
As with other sexual victimizations, four in five victims knew their stalkers.
Of the stalkers who were known, they were most often a boyfriend or ex-
boyfriend (42.5 percent), classmate (24.5 percent), acquaintance (10.3
percent), friend (5.6 percent), or coworker (5.6 percent). Female students
were infrequently stalked by college professors or graduate assistants.

Stalking incidents lasted an average of 60 days. About 30 percent of the
female students were stalked only off campus; the remaining victims were
stalked either only on campus or both on and off campus. The most common
forms of stalking behaviors reported by victims were being telephoned
(77.7 percent), having an offender waiting outside or inside places (47.9
percent), being watched from afar (44.0 percent), being followed (42.0 per-
cent), being sent letters (30.7 percent), and being e-mailed (24.7 percent).'
Almost two-thirds of the sample indicated that they were stalked at least
two to six times a week.

Although some victims reported being physically injured, the most common
consequence was psychological: Almost 3 in 10 women said they were
"injured emotionally or psychologically" from being stalked. In 15.3 percent
of incidents, victims reported that the stalker either threatened or attempted
to harm them. In 10.3 percent of incidents, the victim reported that the
stalker "forced or attempted sexual contact."

In nearly three-fourths of incidents, victims reported that they had taken
"actions as a result of their stalking." Exhibit 13 shows actions victims took
following stalking incidents. Two of the most common responses were "to
avoid the stalker" (43.2 percent) or, conversely, "to confront the stalker"
(16.3 percent). Beyond the data in exhibit 13, in about 17 percent of inci-
dents, victims reported the stalker to the police. In contrast, in more than
9 in 10 incidents, victims confided in someonesuch as a friend, family
member, or roommatethat they were being stalked.

Are some women more at risk of being
stalked?

A multivariate logit model was estimated to predict the likelihood of being
stalked. The risk of being a stalking victim was increased by a number of
factors: the propensity to be in places with alcohol; living alone; being in a
dating relationship, especially early in the relationship, as opposed to being
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Exhibit 13: Actions Taken by Victim as a Result of Stalking Incidents

Percentage'
Actions

Avoidance
Avoided or died to avoid the stalker

Did not acinowlecigemessages
or e-maiis

Moved residence

Dropped a class the stalker was in or taught

. Quit job

.Cnanged colleges or university

Changed majors

Legal/Judicial

Sought a restraining order

Filed:a grievance or initiated disciplinary

action with universny :officials

Went forward with criminal charges

.Ftlecfcrot cnarges

Self-Protection

GOt caller ID

Improved security.system of .residence

Began traveling. th companion.

BOLight a aeaPon

.1boir:a self-defense: class::

43.2

8.8

1:.4

0.8:
0.4
0.2

3.9

3.3

1.9:

t.2.

4.9

Psychological

Became less trustful or more cynical of others

Sought asyalcilocnati.caunsetino

Confrontation
Confronted tne stalker

Other actions taken but not specified

5.6

9

16.3

2111

rt

210

43

19

7

4

2

1

a. Percentages may oe greater man too because a respondent coutd give more titan one resnonse

19

16

9

24

20

19

2.

27

79

106

married or living with an intimate partner; being an undergraduate; being
from an affluent family; and having experienced sexual victimization before
the beginning of the current academic year Also, among racial/ethnic
groups, Asian/Pacific Islander women were significantly less likely to be
stalked while American Indian/Alaska Native women were significantly
more likely to be stalked compared with women in other racial/ethnic
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groups. Notably, American Indian/Alaska Native women had the highest
likelihood of any racial/ethnic group to experience a stalking. This is consis-
tent with Tjaden and Thoennes' research, which reported that American
Indians/Alaska Natives are at greatest risk of being stalked.35

What is the extent of visual and
verbal sexual victimization?
Finally, this research measured the extent to which women were involuntari-
ly exposed to visual images and verbal comments that would generally be
considered sexually victimizing. Since these relatively "minor" types of
victimization were plentiful, it was not possible to obtain a detailed report
on each incident. Instead, results showed only whether a type of victimiza-
tion was experienced and, if so, how many times it happened both on and
off campus.

As exhibit 14 reveals, most respondents did not experience visual victimiza-
tion. Still, about 6 percent of female students had been shown pornographic
pictures, almost 5 percent had someone expose their sexual organs to them,
and 2.4 percent were observed naked without their consent. Verbal victim -
izations; moreover, were commonplace. About half the respondents were
subjected to sexist remarks and to catcalls and whistles with sexual over-
tones. One in five female students received an obscene telephone call and
was asked intrusive questions about her sex or romantic life. One in ten stu-
dents had false rumors spread about her sex life.

Conclusions

The sexual victimization of college students has emerged as a controversial
issue, pitting feminist scholars who claim that the sexual victimization of
women is a serious problem against conservative commentators who claim
that such victimization is rare and mostly a fictitious creation of ideological-
ly tainted research.36 The research reported here undoubtedly will not settle
this debate; battle lines are solidly entrenched and how the data are interpreted
will, to a degree, lie in the "eye of the beholder." However, the current study
attempts to add a judicious voice to this conversation by attempting to fur-
nish a methodologically sound assessment of the extent and nature of the
sexual victimization of female students.
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Exhibit 14: The Extent of Verbal and Visual Victimization

Percentage Rate

and number. Total per 1,000

of-victims- .. number of.' female

tor sample : victimizations'.. students

Type:of verbafyictimization
. :

: General sexist remarks : 5.3
,:ir r.ont of you 42;393)

cat cads, whistles about
: yourioois;: ornotses- with ::

sexual overtones::
: . 7

: ObSCene telephone:calls:or.: 21-3 :

messages I (973:

7,070.2

'Asked questtorts:aisout
:::orrornantic life 'when-Clear ly :

:-none.ot their business.
..... .

False rumors about:sii(life
w4tI):qtern or otheinecipie:.::.

...... : .

Type:at:visual victimization

SOrtieorie:elosOSOYouto::
pornographic biettireS*iF
materiais whertYciii4d:tibt::
agree to:see:Mein.:

.......

Someone exooSect their se.u.ii :

:: 4.0 "::
1844)

4,885 1,099.0

4,694 3,055.8

262.3

6i

:organs to .you when:you:did: 43
nbt.iataee £0. see : -
Anyorle....ainoutyouLtonserrt, .

::,Dbservea :or :vied:to: observe:-
ou,svh0eyou:wete:tittelressmg 2 4

:,-rttide;:u in a sexual act:.

. Anyone; :without lout:

'..:fo( .other.oadOle:phoragraphs;
*riemiapes; or auellotapei: haying. :: 0.3

ex or to a. niideor seminude !state 6)
......

.:

AnYone: without:0'w: consent;
phatograoned.:.:yideotack.or.
auctiota::-eg you.haVing:sex or

a :nude Of :se. minucie:stare

a..::Thesdistributions- far me :miniver, istilimizationvariabieS

vaickE,::"97 fTTO re:7

r) 9

679

4 2.0..

ligilttertsored because :they includethe::.....
.
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Exhibit 14: The Extent of Verbat and Visual Victimization, continued

.........
Percentage : :Percentage.

and :.: - and :.:.

Number of number of number of

victimization:: victimization victimization:

per victim an campus off campus

Type of vernal victimization

Generai sexist re:narks
50.6::

in front of you. :
-13.0 : (15,8941:.

.. .

.::::.:.e...atr:alis. whist(es. 470111 .
...

. .

. .

.

youvi00i3; or noises with
38.6 :,.

Santa i . overtones: , 139: (.1;4,23

. .. .. .... ....

::.. ..........301Cene teieohorse: calisor
: :: s, 4.8

: .
ASked.ouestions:aboutsex :

+11.'...:.:7112:.

:.. HriiPssa. gres .

none :o1 their business 5_6. ij33)or.roman fE life:Mien: deafly

4);:g:61

.... 4.1'.91.62)::::

(258,761;1'

.. . ........::::::. :
..::::

False MMOCS:abeica:Seiclife:.::
:::.:::4.:t.:::' ....... ':: : 463 .....

withthem or. othOipeople. ::,:2:7:::::: .... . :: ........!(.04)::.: ........:: (470)..
.. .:: .

Tipo...of:VisuaVvictintization :.
. . :;;;:.::-

... .... ...... .. . .

.
Someone env:lied. you:16:.:.:...... .

.... ... ...... : .

::..POtnograohie:nitttires:.m.:.:...:

matefials:vi.O.eq::.Y.P9:40:PP.
59.9 4oi:

agreeiosee:them.. . .::.:: . :12... ..........
(518) ;:: 047)

:::.;

.. .

....
Someone moseri their. sexual

:: ;organs:te youwlyoudid 340 66.0

not:agiee to see Mem:::

nyone. wanout-youricortsent,
:Otisirved Gt.:vied...0 :tibSetve
yosiwbee you ,were Undressing, ...

::...;
nittle;:m- in a,sextiaiact-

Atlyctrie.:withilui.;:youiiiii,rryeni,.:.....

4towe4;i:othei:,beoelle.drpiayed
rot :other peoide:Olibtogrante.,::::,-

.... - -
4)44-,.....:.

29:::: ....::;733)::

444
11 : (8)
::::.::.::::: .. . :

. -.--

. ...

.:,.. ....*itletiiapesi:or:atidiarabeS4iaving-
...ttii:di. in -a nucie't:e.:::terninimie:Stare

:""" . ... : .. :::::::::: .... .. :::::::::: .. .. :::.:: ::::

-yane.without:yout consenr,-
. ... .ohotograohed.:Videbtatied: or

auttiotapea you:flaying:sex or
77.8 22.2

. ::in:a :nude or seminucie:state 1.1. : ::. :(7): 2'):

5:6:0'...:-.
........ .',,. r.169):::'-

:.::. -:

55.6?:.::::: :.
:::.:::::,:,...:

- -10).::::::::.-. -.--::
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To summarize, the national-level survey of 4,446 college women suggests
that many students will encounter sexist and harassing comments, will likely
receive an obscene phone call, and will have a good chance of being stalked
or of enduring some form of coerced sexual contact. During any given
academic year, 2.8 percent of women will experience a completed and/or
attempted rape. This figure is not based only on broadly worded, behavioral-
ly specific screen questions because all victimization incidents reported in
the screen questions were verified through subsequent questions in the inci-
dent report. Furthermore, the level of rape and other types of victimization
found in the survey becomes an increasing concern when the victimization
figures are projected over a full year, a full college career, and the full popu-
lation of women at one college or at colleges across the Nation.

The results also hold important methodological implications. The compari-
son component study sponsored by the Bureau of Justice Statistics allowed
the rare opportunity to conduct a quasi-experiment in how the methods used
to measure sexual victimization might potentially affect estimates of victim-
ization. Thus, two randomly selected samples of college women were sur-
veyed using very similar methodology, with one noteworthy exception: A
different way of measuring sexual victimization was used with each sample.
Results showed that a methodology that uses behaviorally specific screen
questions in combination with an incident report yields considerably higher
estimates of completed, attempted, and threatened rape than are found using
NCVS methodology.

Future research should explore the implications of this finding for NCVS.
As noted, it was not determined whether using a number of behaviorally
specific screen questions tends to increase estimates of only rape or whether
the technique would also increase estimates of other types of victimization
(i.e., the more widely in scope and the more closely in detail that possible
victimizations are probed, the more victims are prompted to report their vic-
timization to interviewers). However, assuming that the methodology used
in this study is defensible, it seems likely that NCVS underestimates the
true incidence of rape victimization in the United States.

We should note, however, one other possible factor that might have con-
tributed to the differences in victimization between the main and compari-
son components: the "context" of two surveys. In the main component of
NCWSV, the respondents were instructed in an initial contact letter and in
instructions during the interview that the survey was focusing on "unwanted
sexual experiences." In contrast, the comparison component was patterned
after NCVS, which is a crime survey. In this part of the study, respondents
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were sent an initial letter that mentioned the "increasing concern about
criminal victimizations that women may experience during college," and the
interview itself contained questions measuring victimization by other types
of criminal offenses. It is conceivable, therefore, that respondents on the
main component study were sensitized to report a broad range of sexual
victimization incidents they experienced, while those on the NCVS-based
comparison component limited their reports to the incidents they defined as
criminal. If so, this contextual difference would mean that the comparison
component was measuring a much narrower domain of sexual victimization.
One caution in this line of reasoning is that, as discussed previously, nearly
half of the completed rape victims defined their victimization as a "rape," a
clear criminal offense. Even when the count of rape victims is limited to this
group, the prevalence of rape victims is several times greater in the main
component than in the comparison components. Still, the impact of survey
context on respondents' responses to sexual victimization questions remains
an area that warrants further research.

Of course, many other methodological issues in addition to the use of
behaviorally specific screen questions and survey context will have to be
addressed in the quest to design surveys capable of achieving more accurate
estimates of rape and other forms of sexual victimization. These would
include, but not be limited to, issues. such as the differential meaning that
words used in questions might have to respondents, the impact of the
sequencing of questions on answers, the use of more verbatim descriptions
of victimization incidents in coding "what happened" in a sexual assault,
and perhaps the use of computer-aided personal interviewing as a means of
encouraging respondents to disclose traumatic events. In short, systematic,
rigorous experimental research into the factors that affect victim responses
and, in turn, victimization estimatesespecially in the sensitive area of rape
and sexual assaultremains in its beginning stages.

Although exceptions exist, most sexual victimizations occur when college
women are alone with a man they know, at night, and in the privacy of a
residence. Most women attempt to take protective actions against their
assailants but are then reluctant to report their victimization to the police.
Although based on fewer cases, these same patterns were found as well in
the comparison component survey, which used NCVS methodology." The
analysis also revealed that some college women were more at risk of being
victimized than others. Several factors appeared to increase various types of
victimization: living on campus, being unmarried, getting drunk frequently,
and experiencing prior sexual victimization.
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Finally, in the aftermath of this study, an important challenge remains:
Taking the information found and developing programs and policies that
may reduce female students' risk of victimization. Minor forms of sexual
victimizationsexist statements, harassing catcalls, sexually tainted whis-
tlesappear to be commonplace. How can a more civil environment be
achieved without compromising free speech? Much is known about the cir-
cumstances under which sexual victimization, including rape, most often
occurs. How can this information be used in crime prevention programs,
including rape awareness seminars designed for women or rape prevention
seminars designed for men? Furthermore, the relatively high prevalence of
stalkinga form of victimization often ignored by college officialsis
cause for concern. What strategies can women use to prevent or end stalk-
ing? What programs might colleges implement to control or counsel men
who stalk? More generally, how can the lives of college womenwhether
on, close to, or off campusbe made safer and thus free from the costs
imposed by the experience of sexual victimization?
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